RENZOKUSEI SCANS IS RECRUITING AGAIN!

WE ARE CURRENTLY ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR ALL POSITIONS. WE NEED J>EN TRANSLATORS, CLEANERS, AND TYPESETTERS THE MOST.

IF YOU'RE INTERESTED IN JOINING RENZOKUSEI SCANS, HEAD OVER TO OUR SITE AT RENZOKUSEISCANS.BLOGSPOT.COM/
Hello, manga readers!

Is one of your favorite mangas currently dropped, or a considerably stalled project? Would you like to see it picked up again? Then look no further!

The Reader's Choice is an event that we are holding just for that. Starting again on February 15th, we will be taking requests specific to this event. At the end of the time frame, whichever series has the most votes, we will pick up!

So, how do you request your manga? Just head over to this URL for full information:

http://tinyurl.com/thereaderschoice
THE TEN OATHS CANNOT BE DENIED.
THEY ARE THE ABSOLUTE LAWS OF THE WORLD...

HOWEVER...

THOSE ARE THE LAWS OF THE WORLD, AND YET,
BEING IGNORED WHILE A CHAOS GOES ON BETWEEN SIBLINGS...

IS STILL CAUSE FOR JEALOUSY!
A WORLD WHERE EVERYTHING IS SETTLED WITH GAMES INCLUDES FIRST LOVE TOO?!

WOAH! MADE ME JUMP!

I WON'T ACCEPT!!!
Stephanie Vision

Erm... about that...

Ahh... ooo

A-a maiden's heart no less!

How is this a trivial wish!

Get it together, Sora, you 18-year-old virgin!

Yes, ahem!

It wasn't a screw-up!
YOU WANTED A BITE
AND ATE MORE THAN YOU BARGAINED FOR...

THE DEFINITION OF "TRIVIAL" DEPENDS ON THE PERSON.

...Third of the Ten Oaths
In games, wagers will be made on what both parties decide to be of equal value.

WANNH, THAT'S A MEAN ACCUSATION THERE.
ISN'T IT YOUR FAULT FOR FAILING TO CONFIRM IT?

ONLY A SWINDLER WOULD SAY THAT!

Faith
The game content.
and things wagered do not matter.

...so, life, and human rights

can be wagered.
FIFTH, OF THE TEN OATHS:

THEIR HAVE THE RIGHT TO REFUSE OR MODIFY THE GAME.

THE ONE WHO WASTED THEIR RIGHTS...

WAS MYSELF.

unconditionally adhered.

Sixth, of the Ten Oaths...
The oath wagered will be...

FIFTH, OF THE TEN OATHS:

The right to decide the contents of the game will lie with the challenged party.

Forget the weight of... your role and being provoked... was all you.

Keeping your life is lucky.
KH, YOU...!

ER GO, WE HAVE AN UNDERSTANDING,
STEPHANIE?

DO I LOOK OKAY?!
Woah, you okay?!
AAAAGH, WHY??!

No, not really,

NEED...?

B-but I won the bet,
So you need to...

I HAVE TO FALL IN LOVE WITH HIM DUE TO THE TEN OATHS.

AND I HAVE NO OBLIGATION TO OBEY HIS DEMANDS!

THAT'S RIGHT... HIS OBJECTIVE WAS
NOT TO MAKE ME FALL IN LOVE, BUT TO SUPPORT HIM!

HEH... HEHEH, YOU MESSED UP AT THE LAST SECOND...

BUT!
OH, YES.
YOU MAY.

TO START...
CAN I CALL YOU STEPH?

JUST TO SHORTEN STEPHANIE.

? 

NO...

F-FINE, NAMES DON'T MATTER!

SO, STEPH, YOU WERE OF ROYAL LINEAGE, YEAH?

? 

Y-YES, THAT'S RIGHT!

I JUST HAVE TO SWALLOW ALL OF THE REST OF HIS COMMANDS!

HERE IT COMES!
If what he wants is support,
he'll demand money, housing, and food!

Hehehe... I can't wait for your distraught face...

Mind if we stay over with you for a bit?

Then you gotta have a big home.

I need only to refuse those demands!

Stay over with you?

Living together...

Cohabitation.
A-A-AAAAHHHH!

No, don't! This is WROONG!

ERMAHGERD, THIS IS ESCALATING.
...THAT'S A NO?

Ohh...
...I already can't...

There's no reason "to not"!
BUT NH'S AGE ALSO EQUALS HOW LONG HE HASN'T HAD A GIRLFRIEND...

HE CAN'T UNDERSTAND STEPH, WHO'S EXPERIENCING HER FIRST LOVE NOW...

HE MADE A DEMAND WITHOUT ANY CONTRACTUAL OBLIGATION...

HE CAN'T UNDERSTAND STEPH, WHO'S EXPERIENCING HER FIRST LOVE NOW...

HEH. HEHE... I GIVE UP.

IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE? I'LL DO ANYTHING I CAN.

HEH. HEHE... I GIVE UP. IT DOESN'T MATTER.

WAITING UNTIL NH... NH... I KNOW. OH...

WILL IT BE TOO MUCH TO ASK TO NOT PITY ME?

POOR NH.
...Nii, become a man.

Grats.

WH...

NO.

R-18 stuff is declined until you're eighteen.

Huh?
EXCUSE ME.

WHY IS IT A "LITTLE SISTER ACCOMPANIES PREMISE"?

NORMALLY, IT'D BE ONCE SHE WAS OUT...

Always leaving the anything game, boxes and everything all over the room because you're bad with rape?

...Nii, didn't you say to fall for you?

...Don't mind me.

YOUR BROTHER MINDS A LOT!

NO PORN FOR CHILDREN!

...OK.

I AM NOT!

I'M GLAD YOU'RE LOOKING FORWARD TO IT BUT COMPLICATED CIRCUMSTANCES-

...Barely safe for work then...

HEH?

UWAH!!

From falling down...

Take one.
Wah...

Face
down into...
groping.

Ah...

Ah

So...

Why the camera, little sister?

Hm... Such consideration, you have my gratitude.

Ah

Don't you want... Fap material...?
DIRECTOR, IT'S HERE! IT'S GOING TO GO DOWN RIGHT HERE!

YOU CAN'T WHITE-OUT OR ALTER THAT!

THAT'S PROBABLY AH, FLIPPING CLOSE ENOUGH TO FOR A PANTY PASS FOR SAFE FOR WORK, DIRECTOR!

I CAN'T LET THAT HAPPEN!

HOW SHOULD I SAY...

I DON'T WANT THAT!!

UNDER...? NO...!
THIS CAN'T HAPPEN!

OUCH!

WOAH!
OOF!

Nii?
Huh?!
S-Sora?!
S-Are Sora! You all right?!
I'm sorry, I'm sorry. I apologize, I apologize so forgive me.

**W-What's going on?**

Please don't glare at me like that. Yes I'm scum. Yes I'm a pervert. I know. I'm sorry really. Sorry.

I'm sorry. I thought I never have another chance to touch boobs. I'm a guy after all. I waited at least one girlfriend. I am distracting myself. No!
Indeed, this is 『』, the two-in-one gamer...

This is above being strong or weak in all genres.

When they are separated from each other...
THESE SIBLINGS, 7 YEARS APART IN AGE, COULD BE TOGETHER ONLY AT ONE PLACE: THEIR HOME.

A NEET ON ONE HAND, A SHUT-IN ON THE OTHER.

THESE SIBLINGS, 7 YEARS APART IN AGE, COULD BE TOGETHER ONLY AT ONE PLACE: THEIR HOME.

I'm sorry
I'm sorry
I'm sorry
I'm sorry
I'm sorry
I'm sorry
They cannot even communicate properly.

Anthropophobia.

Where are you...

What in the world are they?

These siblings.

That was the truth behind the urban legend of 「」.